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Havana Storm
Turn-of-the-century detective Isaac Bell matches wits with a German spy just as
the world inches closer to global warfare in this novel in the #1 New York Timesbestselling series. It's 1910 and Chief Investigator Isaac Bell, along with fellow Van
Dorn detective, Archie Abbott, is escorting a Wall Street stock swindler to his trial
in New York aboard the ocean liner Mauretania. Pair intend to enjoy the open sea
and make use of the leisure time to plan Bell’s wedding to Miss Marion Morgan, but
are forced to change plans when two European scientists are nearly abducted and
forced overboard. Bell springs into action just in time to stop the kidnapping, but
his new charges are convinced they are still at risk. There’s something in their
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possession, an historic invention, and there’s a German munitions trust that will
stop at nothing to steal it. For war clouds are looming, and a ruthless espionage
agent has spotted an opportunity to give the German Empire an edge in the
coming conflict. What’s worse, Bell’s already a step behind. He’s made the mistake
of assuming it’s some sort of war machine. But not all weapons are meant for the
battlefield…

Inca Gold
Deputy Coroner Clay Edison is juggling a new baby who won't sleep with working
the graveyard shift. For once he's trying to keep things simple. When infant
remains are found by developers demolishing a local park, a devastating cold case
is brought back to light. Clay has barely begun to investigate when he receives a
call from a man who thinks the remains could belong to his sister - who went
missing 50 years ago. Now Clay is locked in a relentless search that will unearth a
web of violence, secrets and betrayal. Because in this town, the past isn't dead. It's
very much alive. And it can kill.

Built to Thrill
Dirk Pitt doesn't go looking for adventure: it finds him easily enough. His chance
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witnessing of an airship disaster - which nearly kills him - and subsequent
discovery of the gruesome fate of the crew sets in motion the most nail-biting
chain of events of his career. The hijacking on a golf course of one of the world's
most powerful leaders; an exotic but outrageous undercover operation in the
Caribbean; the sinister intrigue of a secret power base on the moon . . . Pitt's
considerable resources and guile are about to be tested to the limit. But when he
finds a trail leading towards a fabulous treasure hidden fathoms deep in the ocean,
Pitt realises he is on to something very special indeed. For somewhere in the
raging waters lies the legendary lost lady of El Dorado, the golden prize that had
already lured thousands to their graves . . .

The Thief
Includes photographs, summaries of each Dirk Pitt novel, an interview with Cussler,
and Dirk Pitt trivia questions

Deep Six
Clive Cussler's bestselling Treasure will now be published in our popular premium
format with an exciting new cover.
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Dragon
Dirk Pitt hunts down, with the help of a beautiful Icelandic woman, an elusive, Godplaying multibillionaire and a priceless cargo that could annihilate nations. Reprint.

Pacific Vortex!
Treasure hunting husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo must protect a
discovery that redefines Totlec history in this high-stakes adventure from the #1
New York Times–bestselling author. Baffin Island: Sami and Remi Fargo are on a
climate-control expedition in the Arctic, when to their astonishment they discover a
Viking ship in the ice, perfectly preserved—and filled with pre–Columbian artifacts
from Mexico. How can that be? As they plunge into their research, tantalizing clues
about a link between the Vikings and the legendary Toltec feathered serpent god
Quetzalcoatl—and a fabled object known as the Eye of Heaven—begin to emerge.
But so do many dangerous people. Soon the Fargos find themselves on the run
through jungles, temples, and secret tombs, caught between treasure hunters,
crime cartels, and those with a far more personal motivation for stopping them. At
the end of the road will be the solution to a thousand-year-old mystery—or death.

Odessa Sea
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Clive Cussler introduces Sam and Remi Fargo in Spartan Gold. An ancient treasure
stolen by Xerxes the Great . . . Discovered by Napoleon Bonaparte . . . The clues to
its hidden location lost until now . . . Adventurers and treasure hunters Sam and
Remi Fargo are on a wild-goose chase. Up to their waists in the Great Pocomoke
Swamp in Maryland, they're hunting for lost gold. What they find instead is a small
Second World War German U-boat. Inside the submarine they find a body - and a
puzzling, incredibly rare bottle of wine. This bottle was one of twelve taken from
Napoleon's 'lost cellar'. But it is also a clue to a fabulous, ancient treasure. One
that Hadeon Bondaruk - a half-Russian, half-Persian millionaire - will do anything to
get his hands on. For he claims descent from treasure's one-time owner. It will be
his, no matter who stands in his way . . . Clive Cussler, author of the celebrated
Dirk Pitt novels Arctic Drift and Crescent Dawn, presents his newest series,
following the adventures of treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo - beginning with
Spartan Gold. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'The guy I read' Tom Clancy

The Oracle
Clive Cussler's bestselling Cyclops will now be published in our popular premium
format with an exciting new cover.

Black Wind
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Stranded in the Sahara desert, Dirk Pitt and his friends uncover the truth about the
fate of 1930s aviator Kitty Mannock and the secret behind Lincoln's assassination.
Reissue.

Treasure of Khan
Marine explorer Dirk Pitt faces off against an elite army from an era gone-by in
order to uncover the secrets of an ancient civilization in this #1 New York Timesbestselling series. A group of anthropologists uncover strange inscriptions on the
wall of a Colorado mine just as an explosion traps them deep within the earth. But
their work won’t stay buried long. Dirk Pitt is on hand during the blast and quick to
initiate a rescue operation. He is then tapped to lead a research crew on behalf of
the U.S. National Underwater and Marine Agency to further study these uncanny
artifacts. And that’s when his ship is set upon and nearly sunk by an
impossibility—a vessel that should have died 56 years before. Clearly, another
group knows about the relics of this long-forgotten but highly-advanced seafaring
culture. And they’ll stop at nothing to keep the rest of the world in the dark.

Trojan Odyssey
In this adventure in the #1 New York Times bestselling series, oceanographer Dirk
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Pitt is back to find a crucial piece of marine tech that could reshape the United
States’ defense program It is the greatest advance in American defense technology
in decades—an attack submarine capable of incredible underwater speeds. There
is only one problem: A key element of the prototype is missing—and the man who
developed it is dead. At the same time, ships have started vanishing mid-ocean,
and when a few reappear, bodies are found aboard burned to a crisp. Could these
mysterious events be connected to an Italian submarine that itself disappeared in
1943? It is up to NUMA director Dirk Pitt and his team, aided by a beautiful NCIS
agent and by Pitt’s children, marine engineer Dirk and oceanographer Summer, to
go on a desperate international chase to find the truth, from Washington to
Mexico, Idaho to Panama. What they discover at the end of it is a much, much
greater threat than even they imagined. Filled with breathtaking suspense and
extraordinary imagination, Poseidon’s Arrow is further proof that when it comes to
adventure writing, nobody beats Clive Cussler.

Journey of the Pharaohs
Dirk Pitt—“oceanography’s answer to Indiana Jones”*—responds to a Mayday
signal from a deserted ship and gets drawn towards a deadly Cold War secret in
this thriller in Clive Cussler’s #1 New York Times-bestselling series. Dirk Pitt, the
director of the National Underwater and Marine Agency, is on the Black Sea,
helping to locate a lost Ottoman shipwreck, when he responds to an urgent
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Mayday—“Under attack!”—from a nearby freighter. But when he and his colleague
Al Giordino arrive, there is nobody there. Just dead bodies and a smell of sulfur in
the air. As Pitt and Giordino explore, a blast from the stern scuttles the ship swiftly,
almost taking them with it. The more the two of them search for the secret of the
death ship, the deeper they descend into an extraordinary series of discoveries. A
desperate attempt in 1917 to preserve the wealth and power of the Romanov
Empire. A Cold War bomber lost with a deadly cargo. A brilliant developer of
advanced drone technology on an unknown mission. Modern-day nuclear
smugglers, determined Ukrainian rebels, a beautiful anti-terrorism agent from
Europol—all will combine to present Pitt with the most dangerous challenge of his
career. And not only Pitt. His two children, marine engineer Dirk and
oceanographer Summer, are exploring a mysterious shipwreck of their own, when
they are catapulted into his orbit. The three of them are used to perilous
situations—but this time, they may have found their match.

Valhalla Rising
The husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team of Sam and Remi Fargo return in a
new adventure as they search for an ancient scroll--which carries a deadly
curse--in this thrilling addition to Clive Cussler's bestselling series. In 533 A.D., the
last Vandal ruler in North Africa consults an oracle on how to defeat the invading
Byzantine army. The oracle tells the king that a high priestess cast a curse upon
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the Vandal Kingdom after a sacred scroll was stolen. In order to lift the curse, the
scroll must be returned to its rightful home. But the kingdom falls before the scroll
is found, leaving its location a great mystery. . . until a current day archeological
dig, funded by Sam and Remi Fargo, uncovers some vital clues. The search for the
ancient scroll is put on hold when the Fargos learn that a shipment of supplies
intended for their charitable foundation's school has been stolen, and they travel to
Nigeria to deliver new supplies themselves. But their mission becomes infinitely
more complicated when they run afoul of a band of robbers. The group takes Remi
and several students hostage, and there are signs that the kidnapping is related to
the missing scroll. The Fargos need all their skills to save the lives of the young
girls at the school before they uncover the hidden treasure. . . and lift the deadly
curse.

The Assassin
Second in a two-book saga. Bronwyn McGregor has known the depths of
heartache. Having lost the man she'd loved since childhood and the child their
great love created, she has thrown herself into her work as a psychologist,
determined to help those who cannot help themselves. The last thing on her mind
is finding romance among the criminally insane at Baybridge Sanitarium. From a
seething cauldron of evil, Viraidan Cree was created in the frigid winds of space.
Dredged up from a bog in the wilds of Ireland where he has spent centuries of
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unlife, he is a Reaper, a warrior among warriors, a being so lethal, so dangerous he
cannot be controlled. Yet lurking within the reborn warrior is the spirit of a dead
man whose love has survived against all odds. Given the job to secure the safety of
those who work at Baybridge, Cree takes one look at Bronwyn and vows to make
her his own. But the NightWind Danyon Hart is listening to the Reaper's deep
desires. He too has his sights set on Bronwyn and will allow no one to get in his
wayespecially not a Reaper! Note: We recommend reading BlackWind: Sean and
Bronwyn before reading BlackWind: Viraiden and Bronwyn. This story is not for the
faint of heart.

Spartan Gold
Lost Souls
After witnessing a terrible coal mining accident, Detective Isaac Bell hunts for the
high-level saboteurs he believes are responsible in this new novel from the bestselling co-authors of The Thief and The Spy. Reprint. 750,000 first printing.

Sahara
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American agent Dirk Pitt's deep-sea mission to recover a lost treaty by which
Canada was sold to the United States is countered by the British and the Soviets.

Cyclops
"In New York Times bestselling author Karen Robards's latest heart-pounding
romantic suspense novel, a woman must track down her husband's murderer--or
risk being the next victim of a vicious killer. When Riley Cowan finds her estranged
husband Jeff dead in his palatial home, she's sure it's no coincidence. The police
rule it a suicide, but Riley thinks someone's out for blood--specifically someone
Jeff's father ripped off in one of the biggest financial fraud cases of all time. She
suspects that someone is trying to send a message to Jeff's father: Tell me where
the money is, or everyone you care about will die. Riley's in-laws might be
billionaires, but she's afraid that not even their dirty money can protect her from
an irate investor who will stop at nothing to get his hands on his misappropriated
cash. Enter Finn Bradley, Philly-based FBI agent and Riley's love interest from way
back when. Finn agrees to help Riley, and the two reignite sparks they both
thought were extinguished long ago. But can they discover the killer's identity in
time, before he resurfaces--and strikes again? Dubbed an "exceptional storyteller"
by the Chicago Tribune and "one of the most popular voices in women's fiction" by
Newsweek, Karen Robards's latest action-packed novel will keep you glued to the
pages until the final, shocking conclusion"-Page 11/27
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The Suicide House
Treasure of Khan is Clive Cussler's nineteenth Dirk Pitt thriller. From the frigid lakes
of Siberia to the hot wastes of the Gobi desert, Dirk Pitt is on the trail of fabled
treasure . . . Rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on Russia's Lake
Baikal is all in a day's work for adventurers Dirk Pitt and partner Al Giordino. Yet
when their ship is sabotaged and the survey team vanishes, Pitt is forced to get to
the bottom of a mystery with far-reaching consequences. Soon he's on his way to
Mongolia. There, a powerful and ruthless business tycoon holding an astonishing
secret about Genghis Khan is hoping to emulate the legend's greatest conquests but on a global scale! With the legacy of Khan and the lost treasures of Xanadu as
the prize and the future security of the world at stake, Dirk Pitt for one isn't going
to stand idly by . . . Treasure of Khan is the nineteenth of Clive Cussler's bestselling
Dirk Pitt novels - the series that also includes Shock Wave and, his first novel,
Mayday - and is co-authored with his son Dirk Cussler. Praise for Clive Cussler:
'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail

Wrath of Poseidon
A Publishers Weekly Summer Reads 2020 Editors’ Pick A chilling murder in a
prestigious prep school is at the heart of this riveting new novel from acclaimed
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author Charlie Donlea, featuring forensic reconstructionist Rory Moore and her
psychologist partner, Lane Phillips. Inside the walls of Indiana’s elite Westmont
Preparatory High School, expectations run high and rules are strictly enforced. But
in the woods beyond the manicured campus and playing fields sits an abandoned
boarding house that is infamous among Westmont’s students as a late-night
hangout. Here, only one rule applies: don’t let your candle go out—unless you want
the Man in the Mirror to find you. . . . One year ago, two students were killed there
in a grisly slaughter. The case has since become the focus of a hit podcast, The
Suicide House. Though a teacher was convicted of the murders, mysteries and
questions remain. The most urgent among them is why so many students who
survived that horrific night have returned to the boarding house—to kill
themselves. Rory, an expert in reconstructing cold cases, is working on The Suicide
House podcast with Lane, recreating the night of the killings in order to find
answers that have eluded the school, the town, and the police. But the more they
learn about the troubled students, the chillingly stoic culprit, and a dangerous
game gone tragically wrong, the more convinced they become that something
sinister is still happening. Inside Westmont Prep, the game hasn’t ended. It thrives
on secrecy and silence. And for its players, there may be no way to win—or to
survive. . . .

BlackWind
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Clive Cussler's Black Wind is the eighteenth Dirk Pitt adventure, and a masterclass
in adventure writing. In the dark, final days of World War Two, two submarines set
out from Japan bearing a deadly virus destined for US cities. But neither boat was
heard of again Present day: NUMA Special Projects Director Dirk Pitt rescues a
team of scientists from a deadly cloud of poison gas in the North West Pacific.
Discovering that this was no natural phenomenon, Pitt is quickly on the hunt for a
pair of lost WWII submarines and their deadly cargo. But he soon learns that he's
not the only one searching for the virus: a sinister group of very able terrorists are
aiming to relaunch the attack on the US some sixty years later. With time running
out, only Dirk Pitt and the NUMA team stand between evil forces and a terrifying
assault on America's west coast With pulse-pounding suspense and jaw-dropping
action on almost every page, Black Wind is a Clive Cussler story that no adventure
junkie dare miss. Black Wind is the eighteenth of Clive Cussler's bestselling Dirk
Pitt novels - the series that also includes Sahara and, his first novel, Mayday - coauthored with his son Dirk Cussler, in which our hero races against a terrorist
organisation to prevent a biological attack on the US. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'No
holds barred adventure a souped-up treat' Daily Mirror 'Frightening and full of
suspense unquestionably entertaining' Daily Express

Poseidon's Arrow
In his first adventure since the revelation that he’s a parent, Dirk Pitt must uncover
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the truth behind the myth of another long-lost father-figure, Homer’s Odysseus, if
he’s going to stop a dangerous cult from reshaping the earth in their own image.
Fraternal twins, Summer Pitt and Dirk Pitt, Jr., are working to determine the origin
of a strange brown tide infesting the ocean off the shore of Nicaragua when two
startling things happen: Summer discovers an artifact, something strange and
beautiful and ancient. And the worst storm in years boils up out of the sky, heading
straight for them and a nearby floating luxury resort hotel called Ocean Wanderer.
The peril for everybody concerned is incalculable. And now that Dirk Pitt has
learned he’s a father, he will stop at nothing to protect his two children. He rushes
into the chaos, only to find that what’s left in the storm’s wake makes the furies of
nature pale in comparison. For there is an all-too-human evil at work in that part of
the world, and Summer’s relic may be the only clue to the man calling the shots.
Whoever he is, he’s connected to a cult that believes the Celts, also known as the
Achaeans, reached the New World millennia before the accepted history suggests.
If he’s right, his ancestors laid the foundation for the work he will soon
complete—and our world will be a very different place. Though if Summer's
discovery is to be believed, the world is already a very different place

Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt Revealed
Dirk Pitt responds to a call of distress and finds himself coping with a modern
Greek goddess in a red bikini, a vast drug-smuggling ring, a still-active Nazi
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criminal, and a perilous undersea labyrinth.

Medusa
In striking full-colour photographs and engaging commentary, fans of Clive
Cussler's five bestselling series can explore the personal automotive collection of
the literary master of mechanical marvels. Readers will explore the history of each
model and the story of how it was found and restored, not to mention notes on
where some of these dazzling machines have appeared in his novels. Built to Thrill
runs straight through the forties, fifties, and sixties, capturing it all.

Vixen 03
Clive Cussler, "The Grand Master of Adventure," sends his intrepid heroes Dirk Pitt
and Al Giordino on their wildest, boldest mission into the ancient world, unlocking
extraordinary secrets and solving hideous crimes in the twenty-fifth novel in the
most beloved series from the #1 New York Times-bestselling author. The murders
of a team of United Nations scientists in El SalvadorA deadly collision in the
waterways off the city of Detroit. . . An attack by tomb raiders on an archaeological
site along the banks of the NileIs there a link between these violent events? The
answer may lie in the tale of an Egyptian princess forced to flee the armies of her
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father three thousand years ago. During what was supposed to be a routine
investigation in South America, NUMA Director Dirk Pitt finds himself embroiled in
an international mystery, one that will lead him across the world and which will
threaten everyone and everything he knows--most importantly, his own family. Pitt
travels to Scotland in search of answers about the spread of an unknown disease
and the shadowy bioremediation company that may be behind it. Meanwhile, his
son and daughter face a threat of their own when the discoveries they have made
in an Egyptian tomb put killers on their trail. These seemingly unrelated riddles
come together in a stunning showdown on the rocky isles of Ireland, where only
the Pitts can unravel the secrets of an ancient enigma that could change the very
future of mankind.

Cyclops
Deep sea explorer and NUMA director Dirk Pitt encounters the last direct
descendants of the Ottoman dynasty as they prepair to incite a revolution in this
novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. In a.d. 327, a Roman galley with
an extraordinary cargo barely escapes a pirate attack. In 1916, a British warship
mysteriously explodes in the middle of the North Sea. In the present day, a cluster
of important mosques in Turkey and Egypt are wracked by explosions. What ties
them all together? NUMA director Dirk Pitt and his team are about to find out, as
Roman artifacts discovered in Turkey and Israel unnervingly connect to the rise of
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a fundamentalist movement determined to restore the glory of the Ottoman
Empire. From Washington to London to the treacherous shores of the Near East,
dangerous men and desperate acts fill their path, and at the end of it, the most
dangerous thing of all: the rumored existence of a mysterious “manifest,” lost long
ago, which if discovered again could shed new light on early Christianity and just
might change the history of the world as we know it. Filled with breathtaking
suspense and extraordinary imagination, Crescent Dawn is further proof that when
it comes to adventure writing, nobody beats Clive Cussler.

The Striker
Kurt Austin puts the NUMAA team on a case involving a hideous series of medical
experiments, an extraordinarily ambitious Chinese criminal organization, and a
secret new virus that threatens to set off a worldwide pandemic.

Atlantis Found (A Dirk Pitt Novel)
Oceanographer Dirk Pitt traces a lost ship's mysterious cargo to a scientific
discovery that could reverse the dangers of climate change in this novel in the #1
New York Times-bestselling action adventure series. When an act of sabotage aims
to slow down a technological breakthrough in American clean energy, it puts the
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United States on the brink of war with one of its closest allies. Tension boils on the
homefront, too, as gas prices surge to an all-time high. To prevent global
catastrophe, Dirk Pitt and his children, Dirk Jr. and Summer, must piece together
what little records remain of the initial experiment. They may not know how it was
done, but they know what their scientists were trying to accomplish: a solution for
global warming. Their only real clue might just be a mysterious silvery mineral
traced to a long-ago expedition in search of the fabled Northwest Passage. But no
one survived from that doomed mission. And if Pitt, his family, and his buddy Al
Giordino aren't careful, the very same fate may await them…and the world.

Iceberg
A SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail The twelfth hairraising Dirk Pitt thriller, which sees the adventurer hunt for a fabulous hoard of Inca
gold, before the richest prize known to man is lost forever. A call for help from a
stricken archaeological expedition brings Dirk Pitt to a sacred well, high in the
Andes. There he confronts a band of ruthless art thieves, who plunder ancient sites
for their precious artefacts. But soon Dirk Pitt faces even graver danger, as he
searches for a lost Spanish galleon and hunts for a fabulous hoard of Inca gold. And
in a desperate race against time, Pitt must track down a sacred site - before the
richest prize known to man is lost to the world forever 'Clive Cussler is the guy I
read' Tom Clancy 'The Adventure King' Daily Express
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Poseidon's Arrow
When a key element of a new and powerful attack submarine goes missing and
ships begin disappearing in mid-ocean, NUMA director Dirk Pitt and his team
embark on an international chase to discover the truth.

The Mediterranean Caper
A dangerous Soviet plot looming behind the evil plans of a great Asian shipping
family, challenges Dirk Pitt to action

Arctic Drift
Clive Cussler, author of over twenty consecutive New York Times bestsellers,
brings back beloved hero Dirk Pitt in this electrifying, edge-of-your-seat thriller that
is “a high-tech adventure, a little romance, and a whale of a story” (Richmond
Times-Dispatch). Japan, 1945: Two US bombers take off with atomic bombs. Only
one gets through. The Pacific, 1993: A Japanese cargo ship bound for the United
States is instantly, thunderously vaporized, taking with it a Norwegian vessel.
Japanese fanatics have developed a chilling plan to devastate and destroy the
Western powers. From the ocean depths to the discovery of cache of lost Nazi loot,
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Dirk Pitt is untangling a savage conspiracy and igniting a daring counterattack.
While Washington bureaucrats scramble, a brutal industrialist commands his
blackmail scheme from a secret island control center. And Dirk, the dauntless hero
of Sahara and Inca Gold, is taking on death-dealing robots and a human-hunting
descendant of samurai warriors. Pitt alone controls the West’s secret ace in the
hole: a tidal wave of destruction waiting to be triggered on the ocean floor!
“Bulging with gadgetry and undersea delights” (Houston Chronicle), Dragon is
“pure fun…Watch out for paper cuts as you turn the pages faster and faster to
keep up with Cussler’s intense pace” (San Diego Union-Tribune). This is “a pageturning romp that achieves a level of fast-paced action and derring-do that Robert
Ludlummight well envy” (Publishers Weekly).

Night Probe!
Detective Isaac Bell tracks a killer across the nation’s oilfields in this adventure in
the #1 New York Times–bestselling historical series. As Van Dorn private detective
Isaac Bell strives to land a government contract to investigate John D. Rockefeller’s
Standard Oil monopoly, the case takes a deadly turn. A sniper begins murdering
opponents of Standard Oil, and soon the assassin—shooting with extraordinary
accuracy at seemingly impossible long range—kills Bell’s best witness. Then the
shooter detonates a terrible explosion that sets the victim’s independent refinery
ablaze. Bell summons his best detectives to hunt down the mysterious killer. But
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the murders—shootings, poisonings, staged accidents—have just begun as Bell
tracks his phantom-like criminal adversary from the “oil fever” regions of Kansas
and Texas to Washington, D.C., to the tycoons’ enclave of New York, to Russia’s
war-torn Baku oil fields on the Caspian Sea, and back to America for a final,
desperate confrontation. And this one will be the most explosive of all.

Hush
Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew risk everything to stop a cutthroat arms dealer
from stealing a priceless ancient treasure in the thrilling new novel from the #1
New York Times-bestselling grand master of adventure. In 1074 B.C., vast
treasures disappear from the tombs of Egyptian Pharaohs. In 1927, a daredevil
American aviator vanishes on an attempted transcontinental flight. And in the
present day, a fishing trawler--along with its mysterious cargo--sinks off the coast
of Scotland. How are these three mysterious events connected? And, more
importantly, what do they mean for Kurt Austin and his NUMA team? As they
search for answers, the NUMA squad join the agents of the British MI5 to take on a
wide-reaching international conspiracy. Their common enemy is the Bloodstone
Group, a conglomerate of arms dealers and thieves attempting to steal ancient
relics on both sides of the Atlantic. Kurt and his team soon find themselves
wrapped up in a treacherous treasure hunt as they race to find the lost Egyptian
riches. . . before they fall into the wrong hands.
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Celtic Empire
Undersea adventurer Dirk Pitt faces the toughest challenge of his life when he
plunges into a deadly sea zone to rescue the gigantic Starbuck, America's nuclear
arsenal, while battling deep-sea assassins. Reissue.

Sea of Greed
Husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo come up against an old enemy while
searching for a treasure that has been lost for centuries in this exciting adventure
in the bestselling series by the Clive Cussler, Grand Master of Adventure. Ten years
ago, a chance meeting at the Lighthouse Café in Redondo Beach led Sam Fargo
and Remi Longstreet on the adventure of a lifetime, hunting the legendary riches
stolen from the Persian King Croesus in 546 B.C. But they weren't the only ones.
Someone else is after the gold, and he's willing to kill anyone who gets in his way.
When Sam and Remi run afoul of a criminal drug-running operation, their hopes of
finding the treasure are dashed. But with Sam's ingenuity and Remi's
determination, they survive their confrontation with the drug runners, and manage
to send one of the key players to prison. Though the cache of gold is never found,
life goes on. Sam and Remi marry--and years later return to Greece to find the one
treasure that got away. Time becomes their enemy when the kingpin they helped
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send to prison over a decade ago is released--and he has two goals in mind. Find
the legendary hoard of King Croesus, and kill Sam and Remi Fargo. The Fargos
know that as long as this gold is out there, no one is safe. They return to Greece
for a final showdown--and one last chance to find that elusive treasure.

Treasure
Marine explorer Dirk Pitt must rely on the nautical lore of Jules Verne to stop a
ruthless oil baron with his sights set on political power in this #1 New York Timesbestselling series. In the middle of its maiden voyage, a luxury cruise ship using
revolutionary new engines suddenly catches fire and sinks. Its alarms stay silent;
its sprinkler system remains inactive. Nearby NUMA special projects director Dirk
Pitt notices smoke and races to the rescue. He's too late to save the engineer
behind the ship's new technology, but helps the man's daughter, Kelly Egan,
escape with her father's work in a leather briefcase. While Ms. Egan strives to
uncover the hidden value in her father's inventions, Pitt is hired on by maritime
insurers to investigate the wreckage. Neither are prepared for the mechanical
marvels they'll soon be forced to confront. The machines could only be the stuff of
legend, described in the tales of Viking explorers or the accounts of Jules Verne.
And they may be Pitt and Egan's only hope when an oil tycoon with a plan of his
own appears on the scene. Before journey's end, Pitt will take on a power-mad
millionaire, tread upon territory previously known only to Verne's illustrious
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Captain Nemo, and make shocking discoveries about his own past.

The Eye of Heaven
Renowned marine adventurer Dirk Pitt returns to stem a toxic outbreak in the
thrilling novel from the grand master of adventure and #1 New York Timesbestselling author. While investigating an unexplained poisonous spill in the
Caribbean Sea that may ultimately threaten the United States, Dirk Pitt unwittingly
becomes involved in something even more dangerous--a post-Castro power
struggle for the control of Cuba. Meanwhile, Pitt's children, marine engineer Dirk
and oceanographer Summer, are on an investigation of their own, chasing an Aztec
stone that may reveal the whereabouts of a vast historical Aztec treasure. The
problem is, that stone was believed to have been destroyed on the battleship
Maine in Havana Harbor in 1898, which brings them both to Cuba as well--and
squarely into harm's way. The whole Pitt familyhas been in desperate situations
before . . . but perhaps never quite as dire as the one facing them now.

Crescent Dawn
The world's oil supply is vanishing, the stock market is plummeting, and the key to
saving the future seems to be a baffling historical mystery. Can the NUMA crew
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crack it in time? Sea of Greed is the suspenseful new NUMA Files novels from the
#1 New York Times-bestselling grand master of adventure. After an explosion in
the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs trying to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin
and the NUMA Special Projects Team are tapped by the President of the United
States to find out what's gone wrong. The trail leads them to a brilliant billionaire in
the alternative energy field. Her goal is the end of the oil age; her company has
spent billions developing the worlds' most advanced fuel-cell systems. But is she
an environmental heroor a rogue genetic engineer? The NUMA crew discovers that
the oil fields are infected with bacteria that are consuming the oil before it can be
pumped out of the earth--a bacteria originally lost decades ago when two
submarines vanished in the Mediterranean. With hired killers on his trail, can Kurt
Austin locate a submarine that's remained hidden for more than fifty years? And
even if he can, can the biological terror that's been unleashed be stopped?
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